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Part 1 - Introduction, Acknowledgements & Route
A) Introduction
The following report summarises the findings of the weekly butterfly transects
undertaken by the New Forest Transect Group at Mockbeggar during 2018.
This is the third year of recording along this route which was designed by John Levell,
General Manager of Somerley Estate.
The Transect Team comprises members of the associated Fishing Syndicate.
Recording protocols are in accordance with United Kingdom Butterfly Monitoring
Scheme Guidelines.
By adopting Butterfly Conservation terminology, the term ‘index’ is used throughout
though, for most purposes, this is synonymous with ‘count’.
A more detailed analysis, together with the raw data, is available to Group Members
and Landowners on request.
B) Acknowledgements
Somerley Estate General Manager:

John Levell

Hampshire Flight Chart:

Alan Thornbury

Transect History:

Derek Hankinson

Report Prepared by:

Bob Annell

Supporting Narratives:

Bob Annell

Overall Summary:

John Levell

UK Weather:

Trevor Bumfrey

Report Checking:

Jacky Adams

UKBMS Database Entry:

John Levell

C) Transect Route
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Part 2 - Overall Summary
Having now established and recorded the transect for three years what is immediately
apparent is the lack of a norm. Perhaps we have just been unfortunate as we have endured
extended periods of cold, flood, high winds and drought in that time. Will this unpredictable
weather become the future pattern as climate change drives our ecology? It will take a
considerably longer period before we can say we understand the drivers on our site.
Despite the problems created by this year’s cold, wet start and dry, hot conditions throughout
the summer months, we have experienced what must be recorded as a good butterfly season.
Three new species for the transect made it a memorable year, with two being new to the site.
Whilst the Chalk Hill Blue and the Grayling are wind blown ‘migrants’ and unlikely to be a
regular occurrence, hopefully the increasing dog violet numbers may see the Dark Green
Fritillary establishing a resident population. One further highlight for me, the two year absence
of Silver-washed Fritillary, valezina form, thankfully came to an end with a specimen present
during Week 16.
Whilst there have been notable declines in numbers of some species, Red Admiral, Comma
and Small Tortoiseshell, this is reflected at a national level making it beyond our ability to
remedy at a local level. On a positive note, also along national lines, the hot weather seems
to have benefited the blues and whites, as numbers have increased dramatically across the
site.
Our attempt to establish disease resistant elms, to benefit the White-letter Hairstreak, has
taken a step forward as we received consent from Natural England to plant both Lutece and
Ademuz cultivars. We have managed to establish five of each, despite the drought and the
weekly need to water them.
The impact of the long spell of hot weather was the almost total failure of the grassland,
shallow rooted nectar bearing flowers such as White Clover and Birds-foot Trefoil. The
eventual return of the rain produced a late flush of the meadow flowers to the benefit of the
Common Blue, Small Copper and Brown Argus. The blackberry, the fermenting crop so
popular with the Comma, Red Admirals and Peacock, whilst abundant was extremely short
lived and failed to receive the expected attention of previous years. Hopefully a short term
impact of the weather and numbers will bounce back in years to come.
Our first tentative steps attempting to record day flying moths proved problematic from a time
and identification aspect. Burnets, Silver Y and Cinnabars were extremely numerous and
relatively easily identified. The other species present will hopefully be more readily identified
after this year’s trial run.
It just remains to once more thank Mark, Andy and the NFTG team for their support and work
in compiling this report. Special thanks to Bob and Jean for yet again providing all the support
and feedback.
Cinnabar moth
John Levell

Six-spot Burnet
John Levell
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Part 3 - Flight Periods

Small and Large Skipper emerged during the same week and the former were predominantly
recorded during the earlier time of their expected flight period in Hampshire.
Over-wintering Brimstone were fairly abundant and continuous through to mid-May but then
not recorded again until early July. This presumably was the first emergence of the annual
brood which continued to be seen fairly regularly until the end of the recording season.
Small White were plentiful, being present for 24 of the 26 week transect period. The first
Large White however was not seen until mid-late May, but was then fairly consistently until
Week 26 with an overall flight period of 17 weeks, the longest since recording began at the
site in 2016.
Once again, Small Copper were more abundant during their later broods.
The high numbers of Common Blue extended over a period of 19 weeks, similar to both
previous years.
Peacock numbers were well down on previous years and most were seen early in the year
with only singletons from mid-July onwards.
Both Meadow Brown and Gatekeeper had reasonable flight periods and as in previous years
the former was still being recorded in late September.
All of the above observations regarding flight periods are based on Alan Thornbury's
Hampshire Flight Chart,
www.purple-emperor.co.uk
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Part 4 - Weekly Indices

Since the transect commenced in 2016, the overall peak has got earlier every year, Week 17
in 2016, Week 14 in 2017 and this year Week 13.
The peak at this time was largely due to both the Marbled White & Meadow Brown peaks
coinciding during the same week.
The above graph clearly shows how numbers declined steadily after this years’ very low peak.
This coincided with the very prolonged hot weather in the summer months leading to not only
lack of nectar plants, but also the low quality of any surviving nectar sources.

Meadow Brown - John Levell

Marbled White - John Levell
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Part 5 - Species Overview

The most abundant species was again Meadow Brown, accounting for 45% of the total
annual count.
Section 4 was the most species rich section, achieving a maximum species diversity of 14
during Week 19 (early August). The highest maximum weekly species diversity was 17 in
Section 1, in 2017.
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Part 6 - Species per Section
Annual Index
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Annual Index
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Annual Index
Annual Index
464
464
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12

This year Peacock were seen predominently in Sections 5 & 9 whereas in previous
years they have been more abundant in Sections 1 & 2.
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Part 7 - Annual Comparison Indices

Section 5, 6 & 7 had their highest counts since recording began ( all of the other sections had
their highest counts in 2017).

Seven of the ten sections had their highest species diversity since recording began.
The following species appeared in sections for the first time:
Section 1: Dark Green Fritillary, Small Heath
Section 2: Silver-studded Blue, Small Heath
Section 3: Silver-studded Blue, Brown Argus, Small Tortoiseshell
Section 4: Silver-studded Blue, Chalk Hill Blue, Grayling
Section 5: Silver-studded Blue, Holly Blue, Painted Lady
Section 6: Small Skipper
Section 7: Brimstone, Silver-washed Fritillary, Marbled White
Section 8: Silver-studded Blue
Section 9: Holly Blue
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Part 8 - Annual Species Variation
Highest species counts/annum highlighted by red shaded box
indicates decrease
indicates increase

=indicates no change
Species
Small Skipper
Essex Skipper
Small/Essex Skipper
Large Skipper
Clouded Yellow
Brimstone
Large White
Small White
Green-veined White
Orange-tip
White-letter Hairstreak
Small Copper
Silver-studded Blue
Brown Argus
Common Blue
Chalk Hill Blue
Holly Blue
Red Admiral
Painted Lady
Small Tortoiseshell
Peacock
Comma
Dark Green Fritillary
Silver-washed Fritillary
Speckled Wood
Marbled White
Grayling
Gatekeeper
Meadow Brown
Small Heath
Ringlet
TOTALS
DIFFERENT SPECIES

2016

2017

2018

Not recorded
Not recorded
254
276
10
10
3
7
33
66
53
42
150
77
58
84
13
31
0
1
78
110
0
5
4
46
29
145
0
0
7
6
87
121
6
9
27
25
76
87
87
356
0
0
18
38
70
238
107
156
0
0
172
531
1386
2412
0
3
53
97
2781
4979
23
26

50
1
94
6
1
55
42
210
70
37
2
184
11
128
332
1
20
22
11
6
45
52
1
37
315
94
1
297
1758
2
33
3918
30

Diff
2017-2018
+50

+1

-182

-4

-6

-11

0
=
+133

-14

+6

+1

+74

+6

+82

+187

+1

+14

-99

+2

-19

-42

-304

+1

-1

+77

-62

+1

-234

-654

-1

-64

-1061

+4


A record 30 different species were seen at Mockbeggar this year, including the
surprise appearance of a Chalk Hill Blue and a Grayling, both in Section 4.
Eleven other species were more abundant than in 2017 (and had their highest annual
count since recording began in 2016) and 16 less so.
As an aggregate figure, Small & Essex Skippers have declined by 131 compared to
2017.
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Appendix 1 - Weather
Unsettled weather in winter carried on into spring with some unseasonably cold spells which
delayed the start of the growing season. The summer was dominated by warm and sunny
weather. Comparisons are based on weather in southern England.
October – December 2017
October was warmer (+1.6ºC) and drier (32%) than normal. November brought cooler
conditions but still drier (65%) than average. December was wetter (132%) than average
with more sun but close to average temperatures.
January – March 2018
January was warmer (+1.9ºC) than average but with close to average sun and rain. February
was cold and dry with more sunshine (159%) than average. March was dull, cold and very
wet (173%).
April – June 2018
The wet spell carried on into April (147%), although it was warmer with less sunshine. The
temperature picked up in May (+2.3ºC) with increased sunshine (134%) and average rainfall.
June was very dry (13%), warm (+2.3ºC) and sunny (132%).
July – September 2018
July was very warm (+3.5ºC), sunny (148%) and dry (54%). August was again warm
(+1.4ºC) with average sunshine and rainfall. September had close to average temperature,
although it was sunnier (119%) and drier (71%) than average.
http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/climate/uk/summaries
Local Rainfall (mm) – Southampton

http://www.southamptonweather.co.uk/wxhistory.php
Transect Weather
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Appendix 2 - Photographs

Orange-tip

Brown Argus

Holly Blue

Clouded Yellow

Comma

Painted Lady

Small Copper

Chalk Hill Blue

White-letter Hairstreak

Mother Shipton moth

All photographs by John Levell
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